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Chief Matthews Elementary School ambassadors left to right are Brannon Bell,
Marissa Abrahams, Darius Alfred and Caylene Bell. See big how.aa page 3.

Part 2: More Energy Project Questions Answered
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Haida Laas,
Around the world, the pattern of colonialism shows itself and its ways. The
pattern is clear, first, killing off or taking steps to break people from the land.
Then it begins the business of looting the lands and impoverishing the people
who remain. Eventually the people become shackled by a cycle of dependency
and some people were relocated to lands away from their homes.
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Like many other places, we have had our lands alienated and the seas around
us depleted, our culture has been threatened. While we were never conquered
we were swept up in the great race of expansionism and colonialism. Along
with all indigenous people around the world, we have watched as colonial
powers helped themselves to the riches of our land. There are many stories
similar to ours while some people have made it through colonization with
remarkable success and others have fared not as well.
In recent times, we have seen the people of Palau—a small island in the Pacific
Ocean—regain their freedom. They hold a seat at the United Nations and on
other international organizations. These people however, found that while
they had their freedom, they didn’t have the means to support themselves
and so the rich countries bought the fishing rights because the Palau people
were not able to build a fleet. To maintain their “foreign investment,” they
voted with the USA to invade Iraq and with the Japanese to allow whaling:
essentially, freedom in this instance was freedom to sell a vote.
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The Haida Nation has fought through the courts, made it’s stands where necessary, created alliances and negotiated all to the objective of restoring our
Title and influence on Haida Gwaii.

Council of the Haida Nation

As our people directed, our first steps were to look after our lands and culture.
Over the past 30 years or so our people have determined which lands must
be protected in order to provide the essentials for our culture, such as cedar,
medicines and food. We have also taken steps to keep offshore drilling and
oil tanker traffic out. All this work will have to be kept going as new Canadian
and provincial governments search for revenues.
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To a large degree the Haida Nation has been able to determine the uses to
which our lands will be put. First Nations across the continent have been kept
out of the economies and witnessed the depletion of the resources of their
lands. The marine environment is facing great challenges here as around the
world where climate change and over fishing is threatening our life-source.
Over the past few of years we have amassed better information than the department of fisheries and have moved our Nation into a role of leadership in
determining the use of our waters as we have on the land.
As we move to Title, it is also necessary that we break the dependency and are
able to look after ourselves. As such, we will explore every possibility to build
an economy that is acceptable to our people. We expect that as early as this
summer, the forests will make up a part of our economy. We are also looking
at how the fisheries will again be a part of our lives. While the resources are
less than what we have known, we can do more with less and treat the resources as the precious commodities that they are. We will look at the possibilities of generating revenues through the production of electricity, tourism,
and services. Freedom comes when we are self-sufficient and able to look
after ourselves.

program reports : haida laas
links : diplomacy : agreements
government : working groups
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News from the Big Smoke
News from the CHN Vancouver Regional
Representatvies, Sandra Greene and Allan
Davidson.

It seems like 2010 just started. This
year is flying by!
We started out the year with the signing of the Marine Use Agreement at the
University of British Columbia and many
of our people attended and signed on
behalf of our Nation.
On the Downtown East Side, Skuundal, Bernie Williams hosted a pole raising
at the United Church on East Hastings
Street in honour of the murdered and
missing woman.
The biggest thing happening this year
was the winter Olympics held here in
Vancouver. Before they arrived, I didn’t
think much about it, then Vancouver was
crowded with people everywhere and
from all over the world. Then Canadian
athletes started getting medals and we
started seeing so much patriotism that it
was hard to believe. It was a wonderful
event and was good recognition of our
First Nations’ people and our artwork and
culture has been on the world stage!!
It’s busy in the city. One of the best
events was the opening of the Haida
Gwaii House. It feels so great to have a
place that highlights the beauty of our
homeland! They say that almost 1000
people were through every day and lots
of connections were made with Haida
people looking to meet up with other
Haidas. It would be a good goal to have
a permanent information office set up
down here. Thanks to all the volunteers
that were around to keep it open—much
appreciated. With the Olympics there
have been thousands of people in the
streets. It has been quite a festive atmosphere for the most part.

Vancouver Reps Sworn In
Vancouver Regional Reps, Sandra Green and Allan Davidson were officially sworn
in to office at the signing of the Kunst’aa guu - Kust’aayah: The Beginning, the
reconciliation protocol December 9, 2009.
nal Pavilion; Lori Davis had a table set up
at Vancouver Community College showing her beautiful purses and bags; the
Grade 2 and 3 classes from Chief Matthews School in Massett attended and
performed at the Olympics last week.
There really have been so many things
going on that it’s hard to keep up with it
all. If I left anything out, it’s not intentional and if you have updates that you
would like included please let me know.
We have started a new Facebook page—
Vancouver Regional Haida Group—to
post events about what’s going on in the
city. Until next time, from CHN Vancouver Regional Representatives. •

Haida involvement in the Olympics included the play Beyond Eden that was
performed at the Queen Elizabeth Plahouse and included some of our people
(Raven Ann Potschka and Erica Stocker)
Beyond Eden is about the story of the
poles being taken from Ninstints to the
museums. Some of the young Skidegate
people were involved in the Olympic
opening; Dorothy Grant had fashion
shows with her new creations; the Rainbow Creek Dancers were at the Aborigi-

How.aa Chief Matthews
School Ambassadors
CHNs Land Use Planning department
would like to send a big how.aa to the
Chief Matthews Elementary School
ambassadors for the great school tour
they gave to the university students of
the Haida Gwaii Education Society on
March 30th 2010.
The ambassadors showed us the various
classrooms and activities that they
participate in. Everything was explained
in both Haida and English!
The ambassadors and all students of
Chief Matthews should be very proud
themselves for the great work they doing in keeping Haida culture alive and
strong today! •

ARE YOU INTERESTED in politics,

culture, people and want to write about it?
Then, this job is for you.

TURN THE PAGE FOR DETAILS >
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New Secretariat of the
Haida Nation members
and appointments
The following appointments were
made at the SHN Board of Directors
meeting held on March 17, 2010.
Photo: Reg Davidson

Robert Davidson
receives GG and
Audain Awards
Robert Davidson received the 2010
Governor General’s Award in Visual and
Media Arts this March in Ottawa. Davidson was acknowledged for his work as a
carver, painter, and jeweller. More recently Davidson received the Audain Prize
given to recognize lifetime achievement
in the arts. The prize grants $30,000 annually to a senior artist.
Davidson has been the subject of several
major exhibitions and monographs and
his work is represented in the collections
of the Vancouver Art Gallery, the Canadian Museum of Civilization and the
National Gallery of Canada. He is also
the recipient of a National Aboriginal
Achievement Award (1995) and a member of the Order of Canada (1996).
In recent years Davidson has been
mentoring and teaching design to new
and established artists in Skidegate and
Old Massett. •

Board Members:
• CHN – Cindy Boyko, Robert Davis,
Trevor Russ, Shawn Cowpar
• OMVC – Ken Rae
• SBC – To be appointed at a
later date
• HCC – Allan Wilson
Cindy Boyko was appointed chairperson;
secretary, Robert Davis and Ken Rae,
treasurer. •

Raven keeps Rockin’
Artist/writer Michael Nicoll Yaghulanaas is up for at three book awards this year.
Red: A Haida Manga is a finalist in the
Doug Wright Best Book awards. The Doug
Wright awards honour the best in Canadian comics and in BC. The book was also in
the list for the 2010 BC Booksellers’ Choice
Award in honour of Bill Duthie. The award
acknowledges a book in terms of public
appeal, initiative, design, production and
content. And Yaghulanaas was nominated
for the Joe Shuster best cartoonist award.

Prince Rupert Rep
Sworn In
CHN Prince Rupert Regional Rep, Pansy
Collinson was sworn in to office at the
April Quartlery meeting held in Old
Masset, April 8, 2010. •

The original 18-panel watercolour paintings that form Red: A Haida Manga is now
on display at the Haida Gwaii Musuem at
Kaay Llnagaay. There is also a short video
installation running alongside that includes
an original cello soundtrack, animation by
Chris Auchter and Yaghulanaas speaking
about the creation of the book. The show
runs to the middle of June. •

ARE YOU INTERESTED in politics, culture, people and
want to write about it? Then, this job is for you.
Haida Laas is looking for a person interested in writing about the activities of
the Haida Nation. There is a position now available in Skidegate.
In collaboration with the editor you will develop a story list and produce
approximately 1000 words a month from the list. The starting wage for this
work is $500 a month. Stories will cover Council of the Haida Nation activities and other cultural and social events throughout the Islands.
This position is ideal for a self-motivated person with an interest in writing,
photography and who has basic computer skills.
For more information please call or email a resume and a sample of your
writing to: editor@haidalnations.net or call 250.559.8755 for more details.
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Jasper Pole
Commission
Awarded

A canoe he calls
Loo Taas launched

by Othgaljaad, Patricia Moore

People were lined up at the door
waiting for the book launch of A Canoe
He Calls Loo Taas at Kaay Llnagaay. Author, Amanda Reid-Stevens dazzled the
100 guests by reading from the beautifully designed and illustrated children’s
book. Over 130 books were sold at
the event with all proceeds from sales
going to Kaay Llnagaay. Illustrated by
Michael Nicoll Yaghulaanas the book is
dedicated to Reid-Stevens grandaughters, Kuuyas and Juul. A Canoe He Calls
Loo Taas will be available at the Kaay
Llnagaay gift shop. •

Since August, 2009 the Jasper National
Park has been missing one of their main
tour attractions. A fixture for over 100
years, the Raven Pole carved by Sdiihldaa, and commissioned in the late
1800’s is now on its journey home for a
June 21st repatriation ceremony. With a
void so evident to those who have lived
with the Raven pole for so long, Jasper
National Park has decided to replace it
with something just as spectacular as the
one that stood before it.
In March of 2010, the Council of the
Haida Nation and Jasper National Parks
contacted me to assist in the search for
an artist to carve a new pole. A call was
made, and ten artists responded with
such creativity and talent, that the choice
in my mind would be difficult and one I
certainly wouldn’t want to make!
An anonymous submission for each
conceptual drawing was sent out to the
Jasper Committee that consisted of staff
members, executives and board members, and it did not take them long to
make a clear selection of the new totem
pole they wished to display in their park.
The contract for the new Jasper pole was
officially awarded in April to: Jaalen and
Gwaai Edenshaw.
The design is clever, the story attached to
it even better. The carving… has just begun and it is scheduled to be completed
for the huge celebration planned in Jasper, Alberta on August 28th, 2010.
The pair is located in Tlaga gaw tlass
(New Town- Old Massett Hwy 16 Subdivision) and welcome site visits from those
whom want to see the pole carving in
progress.
• • •
The original Jasper pole stood for 130
years and was 18-21 metres in height,
but during the course of two moves the
pole was cut to its current height of 12
metres.
The pole which features a Raven at the
top was not painted originally but during
its time in Jasper the pole was painted
several times—it was thought that painting it would make it more attractive to
park visitors.

Photo: left and cover: Rolf Bettner

ATTENTION HAIDA CITIZENS

COUNCIL of the HAIDA NATION
To all Citizens of the Haida Nation
Please be advised that there will be a mail-in ballot vote regarding
the NaiKun Wind Farm project. There is a tentative date for the advance
poll in the last week of June and the regular poll in first week of July.
If you would like to participate in the NaiKun Wind Farm project vote and
you reside outside of the polling stations located in Old Massett, Skidegate,
Prince Rupert and Vancouver areas, please email, call, or fax your
mailing address to:
Miranda Young, Chief Electoral Officer
Email: myoung@haidanation.ca
Phone: 250.626.5252
Fax: 250.626.3403
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ENERGY: Part 2

More questions answered from the CHN Energy Committee Open
Houses held in Old Masset and Skidegate April 15 & 16.
The Haida Nation has before it, a proposal to generate wind energy from within Haida Territories. Wind
Energy is touted to be the clean alternative to diesel,
coal, dams, and nucleur power in an energy hungry world. The technology is widely used in Europe
already, and continues to grow in popularity. The
Council of the Haida Nation has undertaken to examine the environmental issues and potential benefits
from this project and bring it to the people to decide
wether or not we will be a part of this.

final open houses were held in Old Massett and Skidegate
this April past.
The open houses on and off Island included informal conversation and information gathering throughout the day and indepth presentations in the evening with lively question and
answer periods.
Wind is the energy producer of choice in the fight against
climate change. This project was not chosen in the recent
“call-outs” primarily because of costs. This means that there
will not likely be any immediate construction, the vote will
determine any future involvement should any of the projects
drop out from those selected by BC Hydro or the Clean Energy Legislation open further opportunities. .

Options to participate in the project in a substantial way
have been secured. Certainly there are concerns, and these
concerns are shared by the elected and hereditary leaders,
…..there are also fears being generated. The intention is to
make our decision based on the best information we can get
and facts

Lawrence Jones, chair of the CHN Energy Committee said,
“The House of Assembly resolution tasked our committee to
present information to the Haida public. We have done our
best to present as much information as possible to people
so that they can make an informed decision when going to
vote.”

Haida citizens will be able to express how they feel about the
project by voting when the environmental assessments are
concluded. Between now and then, the CHN Energy Committee will be providing information to people so questions
can be answered and people can move forward with confidence one way or the other. . There is considerable debate
and passions on this topic, people for and against. The two

The question on the ballot and a firm date for the vote will
be announced in the near future.

The Questions

The answers to the following questions come from a variety of sources—speakers
notes, presentation material available at the open houses, published material and
questions put directly to NaiKun Wind.
1. Are we giving up our traditional territory by letting
the project go ahead?

consistent winds and potential to generate electricity. If the
project was to be on land, it would be on the mainland and not
in our territory.

If the project were to proceed, it would be with the full understanding that it is in Haida Territory and fees would be paid
in recognition of that. If it proceeds it will still be Haida
Territory.

Coming up in Haida Laas
In the next issue of Haida Laas we will be
carrying more in depth information about

2. Why does the windfarm have to be in the water,
why can’t it be on land?

the proposed NaiKun Wind Farm Project.
This will include more details of the busi-

Wind speeds over water are generally stronger and more consistent than on land because there are fewer surface obstructions
such as mountains, hills, and trees. As a result, offshore projects have a higher capacity factor and generate energy more
efficiently than on land. Hecate Strait has the some of the most

ness arrangement , crabs and the enviornmental assessment process.
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CHN ENERGY COMMITTEE OPEN HOUSES
April 15, Old Massett and April 16, Skidgeate

3. Is it 500 windmills or 110 windmills?

Project Snapshot

The proposal is for 110 windmills, there is potential for more,
but there are no other proposals are on the table.

The NaiKun Wind Project consists of 110 turbines placed
in a grid 1 km apart located in Hecate Strait on the
northeast side of Haida Gwaii, approximately 8 km from

4. How big is the windfarm area?

east beach. The turbines will produce enough electricity

The windfarm would have 110 windmills spaced in a grid of
10km X 10km, so the windmills will be spaced approximately
1km apart. The study area that NaiKun has been looking at to
locate the proposed farm is approximately 22 km X 22km.

to power 130,000 homes. The HaidaLink which is part of
the On-Island Call for Power will bring power to Haida
Gwaii. The HaidaLink phase when completed would displace the diesel generators that are currently supplying
the Islands. •

5. Will there be emissions and what type of oil is used
in the windmills?

for their early life. McIntyre Bay (off North Beach) on the other
hand, has been identified as an important aggregation area for
crab larvae due to the tidal current patterns in the bay.
The area of the proposed wind farm was chosen because it is
the least used according to the charts that show all of the crab
sets since computer tracking.

There are no emissions as the project would be powered by
wind.The windmills do require coolants and lubricants to operate. These oils are housed in a closed compartment, with
redundant containment systems, within the wind turbine generator. The oil requires changing approximately every three
years.
One back-up diesel generator will be required to enable power for vital equipment to operate in the unlikely event of no
power. It is therefore important that the diesel tank has enough
storage to allow the generator to operate at nominal capacity
for a period of up to seven days. On a suggestion coming out
of the public outreach process, NaiKun is exploring the opportunity to utilize shore-based back-up capacity, thereby eliminating the need for a generator on the project site.

7. If you take away the livelihood of familes are you
going pay them for the rest of their lives?
Wind turbines are situated in other parts of the world and do
not kill clams or the life around them. Shellfish and kelp grow
on the turbines and exposed power cables show a proliferation
of all sea life that would grow on rocks.

Transformer coolant is utilized in the equipment that transforms
energy from alternating current to direct current for transmission to the mainland. The 75,000 litres of transformer oil is vegetable based and fully biodegradable.

8. What are the project impacts to crab and 		
clam beds?
A bottom survey program in 2008 determined that there are
very few razor clams in the wind farm area. Cockles were occasionally taken up in bottom trawls and crabpots. Sand dollars
were the most abundant large invertebrate sampled or seen in
bottom video surveys.

It is useful to compare the fluids described above with the current usage of diesel fuel required to run the generators in Sandspit and Masset. Combined, these facilities burn approximately
9,000,000 litres of fuel annually; thus the amount of wind farm
fuels, coolants and lubricants represents a small percentage
(2.6%) of the diesel fuel now transported across Hecate Strait
for the generation of electricity.

9. Will the project change Rose Spit?
Tidal currents in northern Hecate Strait off Rose Spit tend to
follow the coast back and forth. Flood [tides] move north and
ebbs move south at maximum rates of approximately 50 cm/s
(~1 knot). Ebb rates are approximately one-half this speed (1/2
knot). In the area of the turbines, the non-tidal currents are of
no concern with the exception that there is a [natural] motion
parallel to the east shore of Graham Island to the north. There is
already a extensive erosion of the East Coast shoreline and de-

6. Is the wind farm area a crab nursery?
Answer from NaiKun upon request.
Dogfish Banks as well as the East and North Coasts are very
important areas for Dungeness crab and of high commercial productivity. The presence of windmills will not effect the
productivity of the area. Typically crabs go to the shallows for
breeding and spawning, the young also migrate to the shallows

ANSWERS continued next page
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CHN ENERGY COMMITTEE OPEN HOUSES
April 15, Old Massett and April 16, Skidgeate
ANSWERS from page 7
mized. This avoids a large contingent of resources sitting idle
during the harsher winter months and limits disturbance to
the area.

posit of sand (an accretion of shoreline) on the north coast. The
sediment movement around the base of the structures would
be easily dispersed. The active sediment transfer is mainly on
the beach where the surf breaks and sand is stirred and pushed
up and down the beach.

In addition, a number of key ecological windows have been
identified for consideration in the development of NaiKun’s
construction schedule. These include sensitive activities such
as when animals are in peak migration or are breeding, nesting, spawning etc. Windows sensitive to species such as birds,
marine mammals, crabs, fish such as herring and salmon, and
other benthic and pelagic species in the area and intertidal
zone will be considered during the detailed scheduling of the
construction plan.

10. What about electromagnets from the cable?
The electromagnetic field is reduced by changing the alternating
current to a direct current for transmission. Burying the transmission cable to a depth of 1 metre will further reduce any electromagnetic field to a negligible level within the variation of the
earth’s magnetic field.
11. How do we deal with the fact that the construction 		
period overlaps with marine migration and breeding
activities?

12. What about the birds?
Modern windmills have not been a big factor for birds.Sea birds
generally fly close to the water and below the windmills, while
eagles, ravens and bats would not be a common occurance.
Seagulls seem to navigate amongst windmills without incident.
Migrating birds direct themselves to the islands or high above
the effected zone. In jurisdictions that have windmills, they
have not been a major factor in bird kills.

In developing the detailed construction plan for the project, NaiKun will have to consider a number of factors including safety,
environmental protection, equipment and contractor availability,
feasibility and cost. The preliminary construction plan considers
industry best practices, optimized to suit the marine environment.
Bubble curtains, for example will contain the construction noises,
To optimize the construction schedule, a six-month build season
(April to September) will ensure access to the site is less constrained by weather and that resources and efficiency are maxi-

13. What about the rock that may be used at the base
of towers? Where will it come from?

House of Assembly Resolution

R4. Partnership with NaiKun Wind Energy Group Inc.
WHEREAS the Haida people must have a say in the decision regarding the
Naikun Project.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Council of the Haida Nation hold a
general vote after the completion of an environmental assessment regarding
whether or not to enter into a business partnership with Naikun Wind
Energy Group Inc.;
Be it further resolved that the CHN present the details of the business
arrangement to the Haida people at public meetings in Massett, Skidegate,
Prince Rupert and Vancouver before the vote.
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The material used will be from local
rock sources so that the chemistry is
compatible with the environment.

Prince
Rupert

14. How many jobs will this
project generate?

•

Approximate location of
proposed NaiKun Wind Farm
(not to scale)

Ha
ida
Lin
k

In the construction phase there
would be approximately 200+ seasonal per year for 3 years. Once the
farm was operating there would be
approximately 50+ full-time, permanent positions - 24 wind turbine
technicians; 4 marine - masters; 10
marine - crew; 2 storeskeepers; 2
mechanics; 8 technical (safety, HR,
training planning); and 4 operations
supervisors.

Tlell

•

These jobs are significant, and,
though we would look at this project from the perspective of employment and opportunities, we would
also look at investing the revenue
from the Project in things such as
crab and other fishing opportunities,
seafood processing, secondary wood
manufacture, education and so on.

15. How would a partnership
work if the Haidas are
involved?

Location of the proposed NaiKun Wind Farm.

18. Why would the federal government guarantee the
Haida Nation $300M to invest in NaiKun?

The limited partnership agreement depends on there being a
project. There would be a partnership only if our people decide
to go with the project. If the project goes ahead, there would
also be fees and revenues to the Nation proportional to our
investment.

There has been no formal request or proposal submitted, but
there have been enough discussions to determine that the federal government is interested in this project. They are interested because they see a political advantage at the domestic and
international level by showing support for a project that will
provide clean energy, long term employment and economic
opportunities to our people and the region.

16. If there is a ‘no’ vote, where does that leave us?
A ‘no’ vote will establish the position for the Council of the
Haida Nation and there will be no investment in the project. We
would determine then if there is any further direction necessary.

Before the federal government would back up an investment
like this however, they would have to be satisfied through their
own process of due diligence, that the project is viable and will
provide the returns to pay back the investment and won’t cost
the federal government anything.

17. Is the investment we are looking at $800M or
$300M?
The Haida Nation has a non- binding option to buy into the
project for $800M. It is not likely that we can put together that
kind of money, but it may be possible to put together $300M.
This would only be possible with a Federal Loan Guarantee.

19. Could the Haida Nation be left with debt?
The Haida Nation has looked this project for revenues
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ENERGY from page 9
and consider that the production of electricity is proven to be a
sound investment. The Haida Nation will not entertain a project
that could put us in debt. The CHN has four conditions that
needed to be met before entering into the proposed NaiKun
business arrangement.
1. [The Haida Nation can only] enter into this arrangement if
the guarantee ensures that there is no potential financial
burden or obligation placed on the Haida Nation.
2. [The] loan guarantee cannot prejudice any future treaty
settlement or other agreement that may be under consideration by the Nation
3. [The] guarantee must cover all banking costs, principal and
interest during construction, the terms of the arrangement
must continue to be favourable to the Haida Nation and no
money is to be borrowed until the loan guarantee is in place

moved and the project area be returned to its natural state. This
is all built into the costs of doing business.

24. Who is responsible for appointing the current NaiKun board of directors.
The directors for the NaiKun Wind Energy Group were recruited
by their existing board and put forward to the shareholders at
the annual general meeting. During the AGM process, directors
can also be nominated from the floor. Once all of the nominations are in, a vote by shareholders in attendance occurs. Each
shareholder has the right to vote depending on the percentage
of shares they hold. The number of votes that each nominee
gets determines their success of being appointed to the new
board of directors. If [the Haida Nation] were to become partners, then the we would put forward directors proportional to
our holdings.

4. [The] Haida Nation will have representation on the Board of
Directors of the generating company
25. Who would pay for the rest of the project?
Enmax is a power company owned by the City of Calgary and
is one of Alberta’s largest investors in wind energy. ENMAX are
willing to invest half of the money needed for the development
of this project and in doing so would own 50% of the company. Naikun would pay for 10% and other investors would be
sought.

20. What happens if the interest rate increases, and
can the interest rate can be fixed for the term of
the project?
For a state guaranteed project investment it is typical for lenders to sign fixed rate loans, so the rate could be locked in for
the full 20-25 year term of the loan amortization period, alternately, steps ups in the interest rate at certain pre-agreed rates
and times during the loan term at the date the loan is committed. In this way, the costs and benefits remain predictable
through the life of the project.

26. What is the Memorandum of Understanding? In
the NaiKun MoU it says CHN will forcefully
advocate. What does this mean?
An MoU is a non-binding document, which provides principled
agreements, unlike a contract, which is binding. The MoU with
Naikun provides the Haida Nation the opportunity to enter
business arrangements in the project, if there is a project. This
opportunity will be considered along with the environmental issues and decided by the people.

21. What if something goes wrong and we default on
the loan, could we lose our lands?
No lands or waters are being used as collateral, so no situation
could result in the loss of our territory.

22. The CHN has received $120,000 from NaiKun, what
was the money used for?
It is common practice that a proponent of any project be
expected to pay the costs associated with the project. A full
accounting of the $120,000 can be seen at the Secretariat
of the Haida Nation.

The second to last bullet of the MoU reads: Parties will individually and jointly as appropriate, undertake active and forceful
advocacy for the newly structured project…. If we agree to be a
partner in this project, there could still be work in getting it going. If our people want this, then we will forcefully advocate to
make it a reality.

27. Can ENMAX take over the Project?
The business structure is designed so that once the farm is
built it makes it very difficult for any one party to gain control.
It could only be done if all the other owners are willing to sell
their shares. •

23. What is the plan to dismantle the farm once the
project is finished?
The project requires that funds be set aside for offshore structures and supporting infrastructure to be dismantled and re-
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CHN ENERGY COMMITTEE OPEN HOUSES
April 15, Old Massett and April 16, Skidgeate

NaiKun Wind Group

Haida Nation

NaiKun Generating Company
(GenCo)

Haida NaiKun Wind Operating
Limited Partnership (HNLP)

Services Agreement
Current HNLP Board
3 NaiKun & 3 Haida
Miles Richardson
Frank Parnel
Thomas Olsen

Future GenCo Board
3 ENMAX
2 Others*
1 NaiKun
* subject to ownership

Diagram showing the proposed business arrangements between the Haida Nation, NaiKun Generating Company and Haida NaiKun Wind Operating Limited Partnership.

The Proposed Business Arrangement
The proposed business arrangement between the Haida Nation and GenCo, NaiKun Wind
and the Haida NaiKun Limited Partnership are actually quite simple once the pieces are
defined and the relationships between the companies examined. The arrangement is made
up of two companies and two contracts.
If at some point, NaiKun’s bid to produce and sell electricity is
successful and the wind farm goes ahead the NaiKun Generating Company (GenCo) will hold a power purchase agreement or
contract with BC Hydro. GenCo will be responsible for arranging financing, negotiating agreements for construction, operations and managing the supply of electricity to BC Hydro and
own the windmills. They will also receive and disperse revenues
and payments for operating contracts, debt service and the
owner’s distributions. GenCo will then have a services agreement or contract with the Haida NaiKun Wind Operating Limited Partnership (HNLP). This company will maintain the wind
farm, manage environmental programs and provide operational
services.
HNLP will be a 50/50 partnership between the Haida Nation
and NaiKun and be responsible for services contacts, negotiating with suppliers, and the development of recruitment and
training plans. With a 50% stake in HNLP the Haida Nation will
receive approximately $2,750,000 a year in revenue but along

with the cash come spin-offs to the North Coast economy. Approximately $4M a year will be spent in North Coast communities on operating expenses and it is calculated that another
$4M will result from indirect employment and contract income.
If the Nation takes a 20% stake in GenCo then after all expenses including the cost of borrowing it is estimated that the Haida
Treasury will receive approximately $15M a year. And, if the
Haida Nation takes a 20% interest in GenCo and with the 50%
interest in HNLP then revenues to the Nation would amount to
approximately $17M a year depending on the price that the
electricity is sold for.

THE COMPANIES INVOLVED
NaiKun Generating Company (GenCo)

The current GenCo board has 3 NaiKun and 3 ENMAX representatives. If the power bid is successful the future board will

PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT continued next page
11
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Nang SGaanaG was gyaaGang ad dlldal

PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT from page 11

The president of GenCo is Mike O’Connor. O’Connor was Project Director for Vancouver’s Canada Line Rapid Transit Project
with SNC-Lavalin where he was responsible for the design, construction and commissioning of the $1.7-billion transit project
before the 2010 Winter Olympics. He also served as President
and CEO of BC Transit.

Dang Ga llnagaay ‘laas guu hla				
your
and
good at do
jii.nga dii xaaynanga da.
long
me
live

Upon your good land let me live long.
(Contributions to the Ethnology of the Haida, Swanton, pg 23)

New Changes to the
Indian Act

ENMAX is a wholly owned subsidiary of the City of Calgary,
similar to BC Hydro and sells electricity and related services.
ENMAX owns and operates wind farms in Alberta.
ENMAX will own 50% of GenCo, NaiKun will have 10% and
the remaining 40% ownership is dependent on the extent of
the involvement of the Haida Nation. At this time the Haida
Nation is negotiating with the Federal government to provide
a loan guarantee for $300 million, which would secure 20% of
the company. If the Haida Nation chooses to purchase a larger
percent then additional financing would have to be secured.

In June of 1985 changes were made to the Indian Act when
Bill C-31 was passed by the parliament of Canada. This change
brought the Act into line with the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. The changes were guided by three principles:
removal of discrimination against women; restoring status and
membership rights; and increasing control of Indian bands over
their own membership.

Haida NaiKun Wind Operating Limited Partnership
(HNLP)

Prior to his appointment as HNLP President, Matt Burns worked
for the Vancouver International Airport Authority and held the
position of Director within the operations department. Mr.
Burns holds a B.A. in Political Science from Simon Fraser University and an MBA from the University of British Columbia.
As the NaiKun Wind Farm is still in concept stage the current
Haida board representatives are acting as placeholders on the
board and appointed or voted-in members will be chosen at a
later date if the project goes ahead.

In April 2009 the Court of Appeal for British Columbia ruled in
the case of McIvor v. Canada that the Indian Act discriminates
between men and women with respect to registration as an Indian and violates the equality provision in the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms. In the ruling, the Court gave Parliament one year to amend the parts of the Indian Act that were
found to be unconstitutional. In order to comply with the Court
of Appeal’s decision, the Government of Canada is moving forward with legislative amendments to portions of the Indian Act.
The proposed amendments will ensure that eligible grandchildren of women who lost status as a result of marrying non-Indian men will become entitled to registration (Indian status) in
accordance with the Indian Act.

Current board representatives are:
• 3 NaiKun representatives
• 3 Haida representatives: Miles Richardson, Frank Parnell and
Thomas Olsen (Managing Director of HaiCo). •

Generally speaking, the key criteria to be newly entitled to registration are:
1. Did your grandmother lose her Indian status as a result of
marrying a non-Indian?
2. Is one of your parents registered, or entitled to be registered,
under sub-section 6(2) of the Indian Act?
3. Were you born on or after September 4, 1951?

Did You Know?

To provide electricity on Haida Gwaii
BC Hydro burns 9-million litres of diesel each year. Burning nine-million litres
of diesel produces 26,000 tonnes of
greenhouse gases.

If you can answer yes to all of the above questions you can
submit an application for registration. If you are the registered
Indian parent of a minor child that fits the above scenario, you
may apply on their behalf.
For more information call 1-800-567-9604 or visit the Indian
and Northern Affairs Canada web site < www.ainc-inac.gc.ca >.
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Courtesy Skidegate Haida Immersion Program

have 3 ENMAX reps, 1 NaiKun and 2 Others. The 2 Other seats
may be filled by Haidas but will depend on whether the Haida
Nation purchases a portion of the company and to what percent they buy in. At this time there is the option to purchase up
to 40% of the company, which would provide two seats on the
board.

Prayer to the Sacred One Standing and Moving
(the one who supports Xaayda Gwaay)
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A Treasure Trove of Knowledge
International Haida Language Conference
held in Prince Rupert on May 1 & 2, 2010
at the Crest Hotel.
By Sandra Greene

We had sixty participants attend this
wonderful event! There were Haida
from Hydaburg, Ketchikan, Old Massett,
Skidegate, Vancouver, Terrace and Prince
Rupert—the theme was Our Elders are our
National Treasures.

The young people attending the conference from Hydaburg introduced their
group in Haida! This group is very busy
and has activities that include a boys and
girls club, a basketball camp—with part
Haida immersion—and a carving booklet
with common phrases.
In Ketchikan, learning and curriculum
development is ongoing. A couple of
things they are doing is naming the
rooms in the community centre and
having Haida words posted in a grocery
store. This month a dictionary and phrase
book will be ready to distribute covering
lots of information. From 5:30–8:30 every day for two weeks this summer there
are daily immersion sessions and 5 or 6
people will be meeting for 45 minutes
every day to begin work on a language
gathering for Haida, Tlingit and Tsimshian in Ketchikan Sept. 29,30 and Oct.
1st;
In Skidegate the Headstart program is being taught to children up to 4 years old
and one of the tools they use for teaching is flashcards for children and parents.
In the high school they teach the Haida
language and students from that class
attended the Prince Rupert Conference.
They spoke about their experience learning the language.
A note of concern was that we almost
lost SHIP (Skidegate Haida Immersion

Photo: Skíl Jáadei, Linda Schrack

At the conference there was real concern
that our language will be lost because
there are only a handful of Haida left who
speak the language fluently. At the same
time there are some great programs
working to keep the language being
taught and learned by children, youth
and adults alike.
Elders gathered at the International Haida Language Conference to share their knowledge and
meet with other groups to discuss programing and the survival of the Haida language. L-R:
Roy Jones Sr., Grace Jones Bea Harley, Primrose Adams, Alma Cook, Mary Swanson and Goalie
Hans, Front L-R: Betty Richardson, Gladys Vandal, Norman Price, Rita Hutchingson and Vonnie
Hutchingson.

Program) this past year but managed to
find funds to keep it going. There are 10
fluent speakers and most of them attended to the conference. There was a challenge put out to the elected leadership to
attend the conference.
There are many activities going on in Old
Massett. At the conference representatives passed around many books written for children with Haida designs and
others that had the language included.
They have also produced books with our
artwork and stories. The teachers updated us on what’s being taught in the
elementary and high schools and about
the Elders that have been working with
individual families that want to learn.
There was a lot of discussion about many
topics at the conference. A subject on
most peoples mind was the need to

make the Haida language a priority and
that funding, an ongoing problem, was
needed to keep the programs going. It
was also recognized that a support system for speakers trying to preserve the
language was needed along with a strategy and document that lays out what we
want to do—glossary, dictionary etc.—
and have it prioritized with a common
focus. We need a strategy for the whole
Haida language. You can’t learn it if you
only have forty-five minutes of instruction
a week!
At the end of the conference we developed
a survey so that communities could update
what is going on and a contact list of people that represent different communities to
stay in touch. Throughout the conference
there was a great feeling of pride for the
younger generation making such an effort
to keep our language alive!

Upcoming Alaska Events
• Mid July – Haida basketball camp;
• Last week of July – Hydaburg Culture camp and four pole raisings (restoration of totem park)
on the weekend;
• First week of August in Anchorage – TJ & Joe House Post Celebration;
• Mid-August – Kasaan Culture Camp;
• September – Labor Day weekend, Claude Morrison’s 100th birthday celebration!
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Building a bridge Beyond Eden
by Kwiaahwah Jones

poles were decaying and Duff led the expedition with the intention of saving the
poles for the Haida and the world.
The SGaang Gwaii story is long, complex
and captured the imagination of Bruce
Ruddell who authored the play Beyond
Eden. Beyond Eden is a rock musical using
the expedition that removed the poles
from SGaang Gwaii as a foundation. Two
decades in the making Beyond Eden had
it’s world premier this January at the Vancouver Playhouse.

H

ave you ever been to a museum and seen Haida treasures? And then wondered
how the heck they got there?

Haida poles stand in museums throughout the world, it’s amazing to think that
they traveled all the way from Haida
Gwaii to wherever they rest today. You
find poles in England, Europe, many cities in the United States, and in Canada’s
major museums. But a museum in Vancouver holds one of the best collections
and has perhaps one of the most complex stories of how the poles found their
way there. It is the Museum of Anthropology at UBC.

In 1957, an expedition of Haida led by
Wilson Duff and Bill Reid traveled to the
villages throughout the southern half of
Haida Gwaii and in the name of preserving them cut down house frontal poles
in Skedans, Tanu and SGaang Gwaii.
The controversy of that act remains and
echoes through time as people wonder if
it was right to do it or wrong.
The Haida-way has been to let poles return back to the earth as they live out
their life cycle, this is how it has always
been. Taking the poles and placing them
in a museum was only introduced in the
early 1900s as part of a world wide collecting frenzy of ancient cultures which
quickly fizzled out. But by the time Duff,
Reid and the Haida traveled down to
SGaang Gwaii it was a different story. The

Beyond Eden focuses on two fictionalized
characters Lewis Wilson and Max Thompson. Wilson and Thompson are based on
Wilson Duff and Bill Reid.
Many Haida attended the play and enjoyed the hour and a half production,
awed by the clever lighting, the heavy
content, the hilarity of the Elvis inspired
rock song, Howa Baby and the excellent
use of space on the set. Throughout, the
story also touched on the first recorded
exploration of Haida Gwaii in 1774 by
Juan Perez and Haida society which was
introduced by the watchman, a character we all know and love played by actor
Tom Jackson.
I struggled to absorb the play, not because it wasn’t entertaining but I had to
get over two hurdles.
The first was that the play was fictionalized and knowing the story that the
production is based on makes for endless
comparisons that don’t need to be made.
My chinaay Roy Jones Sr was on the
1957 expedition and is the only living
member of that expedition. Roy Jones Senior’s brother, Uncle Swede Jones, Frank
Wilson and Uncle Godfrey Williams were
also part of the expedition. So having my
grandfather and uncles as part of the expedition I would have of course, liked to
see the play feature more Haida characters. I know this is my own Haida centricDID YOU KNOW? You can watch
Bill Reid documentary at http://archives.cbc.ca/ (keyword: Bill Reid).
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ity wanting to see my chinaay’s character
along with my uncles in the play. In 1957
CBC documented the event and Bill Reid
narrated the film. You can watch the
story unfold as the Haida and non-Haida
cut down the poles, package them up
and shipped them out. I resent the whole
concept of a ‘dying culture,’ but at the
time cutting down the poles to preserve
them was considered the best thing to
do. The plays account of this act remains
hard for me to accept having heard the
story from a different perspective.
The other hurdle I felt was that it could
have featured more Haida everything,
music, characters and people. The play
did feature two of our own; Raven Ann
Potschka and Erica Stocker of Old Massett were part of the chorus. Erica dazzled
the audience singing two songs, which I
found very relaxing given the loud sound
throughout most of the play. But at the
same time, Ruddell was very brave to
take on such a rich story involving our
people. It takes a lot of courage and character to persevere working with Haida
people on anything, especially when it
comes to dealing with our cultural knowledge, songs and art.
Beyond Eden was an enjoyable production, high emotions charged the set and
the actors gave respectful passion to
the not-easily-pronounced Haida words
which were spoken and sung to rock music. In one scene, actors threw themselves
about the stage depicting a rough journey across Hecate Strait and in another
the serenity of SGaang Gwaii was depicted in a beautiful set. This brought on a
severe case of homesickness and I wished
to breath in the beauty of Haida Gwaii.
Beyond Eden mixed western and Haida
theatre and Ruddell’s courage and perseverance should be acknowledged.
Great encouragement should be given to
projects like this as it brings us to a place
where we can begin to understand, learn
and work with one another—it gives a
chance to investigate the matrix of ideas
and concepts that we have to offer together. This play has brought new light
to a very important story. •
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A New Outlook for the Land and Forests
by Florence Lockyer

The Haida Gwaii Strategic Land Use
Agreement has been in the making for
several years and was officially signed
December of 2009.
In the last year, the Haida Technical Team
has been preparing for a public showcase
of its Land Use Objectives Order and in
the month of February, there
were community open houses to share information with
the public and citizens of
the Haida Nation. At the Old
Massett meeting the hall was
quite full with 35-40 curious
community members who
had many questions for the
presenters. I am sure those
who attended went away
with clearer thoughts and
ideas of what the objectives
were and why the plan was
prepared as it was.

to come. Sustainable forestry practices
is the only way to secure this, otherwise
our remaining forests will be depleted
like other resource-based economic activities on Haida Gwaii. We need to take
into consideration our culture, aquatic
habitats, biodiversity, wildlife and forest
reserves. There will be a transition period

At another table a powerpoint presentation showed even more detail about the
plan. Details such as the way to minimize
timber harvesting in the conservancies.
How many people know what the ‘tree
length’ measure is? I didn’t. A tree length
is 40 metres, that’s about 50 feet; this is
the measure used in the protected/stewardship areas.
From what I saw it is evident
that protected areas have increased the population of sensitive animal species. There are
also many different areas which
hold Haida Traditional Features
that include places like village
sites, burial sites, oral history
sites, spiritual sites, middens,
fishing grounds, caves, etc. as
well as features like patches of
cranberry, devil’s club, black current, juniper, crab apple, bog
berry, etc.—the lists are extensive.

For someone who knew very
little of the SLUA and the implementation plan the open
house was very informative.
Although Haida Gwaii is the
traditional territory of our
people it is amazing how
much more we can learn
about this beautiful place.

The final tour brought me to a
video of a flyover of all eleven
conservancies on Haida Gwaii.
The spectacular beauty of our
island is impressive. There were
scenes I hadn’t even dreamed
of—a beach lover’s paradise!
A massive monumental cedar with test hole is one example of the
And, Gwaii Haanas, Bowie Sea
values that have been set aside in the Haida Natural, Cultural and
Upon entry into the open
Mount, and other marine prohouse, I was greeted and the Spiritual Areas.
tected areas wer shown. We
tour began. Tyler Bellis, Team
should all be aware of these
Leader, identified the various presentaof six months for licensees operating on
areas so that we can appreciate the work
tion areas. The first overview presentathe islands to fully implement the listed
of the management and technical teams
tion was a short slide presentation that
objectives.
working for our nation.
gave the overall points of the land use
plan which affects only crown land (nonNext on the tour was a presentation
The open house was very informative
private land); this is the Ecosystem-based
on the details of the Ecosystem-based
and important to the future of our lands
Management operating area. There are
Management plan and how it intends
and the future of our children and their
numerous Haida Natural, Cultural and
to protect sensitive areas of our forests.
children. Generations to come will feel
Spiritual Areas (or Conservancies) on
The Culturally Modified Trees/Monumen- the effects of this agreement. If you
island that protect the various sensitive
tal Cedar, bear dens, delicate flora and
missed out on the open houses check out
ecosystems. Effective forest management
fauna/sensitive watersheds, our unique
< haidanation.ca > or head to the foris preparing our nation to save critical
wildlife are the protected bird species
estry office and speak with anyone of the
environmental areas; and, ecosystem(nesting and post-fledgling habitats of
team. They will be more than willing to
based management is the key to preservthe Marbled murrelet, Queen Charlotte
speak with you.
ing our lands and our resource harvesting goshawk, Great Blue heron, and the
practices.
Northern Saw-whet owl). It was amazing
The team hopes to give the presentation
to see the level of detail which the averto high school students so that they too
For the whole of Haida Gwaii there is an
age person may not necessarily consider
will be more aware of what is happening
allowable harvest of 800,000 cubic mewhen thinking about the value in the foron Haida Gwaii. •
tres per year and it is our duty as citizens
ests. The lists, charts and maps are availto ensure that within this harvest there
able forestry office in Old Massett.
will be harvestable forest for generations
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Making it Work: Towards Joint Management
on Haida Gwaii
As we step up in restoring our influence
on these islands, the management of the
land and oceans which, the federal and
provincial Crowns have claimed as their
responsibilities, will come under joint
management with the Haida Nation—
the latest series of documents on how
the new management regime is taking
shape. In an innovative manner, outside
of any “treaty” the Haida and the Crown
each come into this agreement under
their own authorities.

The eleven draft management plans
take into consideration special features,
unique geography, plants, animals, past
and present use and the protection of
these different features. The plans manage these features and values by zoning
the areas and devising policy for each of
the zones.
For example in the plan for Daawuuxusda has three zones: the Wilderness Recreation Zone is designed to maintain and
sustain the natural biodiversity and ecological processes while protecting Haida
Nation cultural features and access for
social and ceremonial purposes; the Biodiversity Special Feature Zone is intended
to protect habitat for nesting seabirds
and maintain ecological processes; and
the primary goal of the Heritage Special
Feature Zone is to protect and maintain
traditional Haida Nation activities.
Every plan for each area has its own special prescription and management strategy and when written comment from

Photo: Allan Wilson

On the table March 19th were the
11 documents addressing draft management plans for areas protected by
both the Haida and Province in 2009.
Management will be designed to help
protect the natural values while reflecting the right of Haida citizens to access
resources for social, ceremonial and cultural values and uses. The Joint Technical
Team, which includes Haida Nation and
province of BC technicians, developed
the draft plans which outlines the legal
framework that the Council of the Haida
Nation and Province of BC have negotiated to manage the areas. The plans also
describe how the plans will be implemented in the short and long term.

The dynamic shoreline of the west coast is one of the areas protected. These areas though having protection still allow Haida citizens access to resources for social, ceremonial and cultural
values and uses.

citizens has been received the Protected
Areas Technical Team will review may
amend the plans if the new information
provides additional information regarding user groups, management policy,
omissions, inaccuracies or ways to better achieve management objectives. The
plans area available online at < haidanation.ca > or the Land Use Planning office
in Old Massett < 250.626.5571 >.

The Areas Described
(see map next page)

1. Duu Guusd is the largest of the heritage sites. It covers 143,496 hectares
and begins 30 km west of Old Massett and Masset and extends from the
western side of Naden Harbour along
Dixon Entrance to Langara Island and
south to Rennell Sound. A marine
component/foreshore area addition
of 84,546 hectares has been recommended.
2. On the northern tip of Graham Island
Nang Xaldangaas is directly west of
Old Massett and Masset. The area
covers 6,896 hectares and extends
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from Masset Sound and Masset Harbour to Virago Sound and the eastern
side of Naden Harbour. An additional
marine/foreshore component has
been recommended and covers an
area of 10,255 hectares.
3. Kamdis is located on the eastern side
of Masset Inlet between Masset and
Port Clements. The land component covers 1,896 hectares and the
recommended marine component/
foreshore area, which includes Masset
Sound, Kumdis Slough and Kumdis
Bay covers 602 hectares.
4. Yaaguun Suu is located in the southwest corner of Graham Island, about
25 km northwest of the Village of
Queen Charlotte. It includes Yakoun
Lake with the exception of Etheline
Bay and covers 7,970 hectares.
5. Tlall is south and east of Tlell and includes the 350-hectare Pontoons as
well as a large portion of the Tlell River. The total land area covers 16,206
hectares and a small marine component/foreshore area of 18 hectares
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on Hecate Strait has been recommended.
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The Heritage Sites/Conservancies

6. The 2,450 hectare heritage site of
Yaaguun Gandlaay is located southeast of Port Clements and includes a
portion of the Florence Creek and the
Canoe Creek watersheds and the intertidal area of Yakoun Bay on Masset
Inlet. A marine component/foreshore
area of 233 hectares has been recommended for addition.
7. Damaxyaa is located on the north
end of North Morseby Island, immediately south and east of Sandspit.
The area includes a portion of the
Haans and Agnes Creeks’ watersheds
and covers 822 hectares. A marine
component/foreshore area has been
recommended and covers 8 hectares.
8. Kunxalas (3,344 hectares) is located
on the northeast coast of North Moresby about 15 km southeast of Sandspit. The area includes Sheldens Bay,
Gray Bay, Cumshewa Head and three
small islands known as Cumshewa
Island, Kingui Island, and Haans Islet.
A marine component/foreshore area
has been recommended and would
cover 11,710 hectares.
9. K’uuna Gwaay covers 1,756 hectares
of which are several small islands and
a portion of Helmut Island and is located on the northeast coast of Louise
Island about 35km southeast of Sandspit. A marine component/foreshore
area of 13,050 hectares has been recommended for inclusion.
10. SGaay Taw Siiway K’adjuu is an alpine
heritage site located in the Moresby
Lake watershed about 35 km southwest of Sandspit. The site is about
500 metres reaches to about 1000
metres at the summit and covers 597
hectares.
11. Daawuuxusda is 25 km west of
Queen Charlotte, Skidegate and
Sandspit. It extends from the southern edge of Rennell Sound along the
western shores of Moresby Island to
Tasu Sound and covers 870,293 hectares. A marine component/foreshore
area measuring 37,875 hectares has
been recommended. •

* The line surrounding offshore of
the heritage sites is the recommended marine/foreshore component which will be included the
heritage site areas.
* The line surrounding Gwaii Haanas
is the proposed Gwaii Haanas National
Marine Conservation Area Reserve.
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Coastal First Nations Declare No Pipeline
The following is from Art Sterrit’s speech
declaring opposition to the Enbridge pipeline project. Sterrit is Executive Director of
the Coastal First Nations—an alliance of
First Nations on British Columbia’s North
and Central coast and Haida Gwaii.
In 2000, our communities came together
to create a sustainable economy on the
Pacific coast.

For the past five years we have commissioned scientific reports and held community consultations and found that no
good can come of the project.
The 1,170-kilometre Enbridge project will
bring crude oil from Alberta to the northern BC coast, where the oil would be
loaded onto large crude carriers for transport to Asian refiners through the pristine
waters within our territories.
Coastal First Nations met with Enbridge
in August of last year and informed one

Based on this assumption we wanted to
find out who also opposed the project.
The breadth of the opposition reaches
from Vancouver Island to Alaska and has
united Coastal First Nations peoples with
our brothers and sisters up the proposed
pipeline route to the Alberta border. Nations along the Fraser River have voiced
their concerns and opposition as well.
Today over 150 First Nations, environmental groups, unions, businesses, organizations and prominent Canadians
including Dr. David Suzuki, Margaret
Atwood and long-time Nisga’a Tribal
Council president, Dr. Joseph Gosnell felt
strongly enough about their opposition
that they came together and signed onto
a full page ad in the Globe and Mail voicing their opposition.
We know of no community—native or
non-native—who are publicly supporting
the pipeline or tankers. There is no formal
support for Enbridge. We know that Enbridge is talking to a few communities—

The route the proposed Enbridge pipeline will take through First Nations territory.
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consultation is their legal obligation—but
that does not mean that those communities support the pipeline.
We all believe that the Enbridge Gateway
Pipeline project is a threat to the very existence of our communities, our culture
and our way of life. There are some who
believe that the Enbridge pipeline project
is a done deal—it isn’t!
Enbridge completely ignores fact that
the largest part of the pipeline is going
through the traditional territories of BC
First Nations. It would be both unwise
and irresponsible for Enbridge to ignore
us or our constitutionally protected
Aboriginal Rights and Title. •
Haida Nation members of Coastal
First Nations are:
Guujaaw is President of Coastal First
Nations; Old Massett Village Council;
James Cowpar, Councilor, Skidegate
Band Council; April Churchill, Vicepresident, Council of the Haida Nation.

Gambling Stick design No. 47: from Swanton, Contributions to the Ethnology of the Haida

To this end we have invested hundreds of
millions of dollars in our future which is
why we are here today. We [have] spent
the last decade preparing land and marine use plans for a sustainable future and
we have concerns about the potential
negative impacts the Enbridge project
will have on us.

of their presidents, John Carruthers, that
we were opposed to the project. Carruthers told us, and they said this at their
annual general meeting as well, that if
communities didn’t support the pipeline that they (Enbridge) would stop the
project.
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The Best of the Best
By Tammy Gates

Northwest Community College 		
offers an Essential Skills for Work Program (ESWK) and I had the pleasure of
instructing the students in Masset from
October 19, 2009 until April 22, 2010.
The program is designed for small, northern, isolated communities and covers
topics such as: work skills, career exploration, career planning, work experience,
computer skills, literacy and numeracy
trade activities and a community project.

We began the semester with thirty-five
students, but that that dropped to less
than 20 and by the New Year we had
eleven regulars. These eleven dedicated
graduates are: Gary Bishop, Dempsey
Bell, Sean Yeltatzie, Derrick Belcourt,
Sandra Stewart, Laverne Storry, Larrie
Thompson, Janny Brown, Jerome Mac-

Photo: Tammy Gates

This year, the students also participated
in the Aboriginal Business Entrepreneur
Skills Training program (Ab BEST), a
course partially funded by Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation that supports
people to learn the skills needed to start a
small business and how to keep the business running successfully.

Seven of the eleven grads! Back L-R: Dempsey Bell, Brady Edwards, Jerome MacDonald, Derrick
Belcourt and Sean Yeltatzie. Front L-R: Janny Brown and Laverne Storry. Congratulations also to Larrie
Thompson, Emily Bell, Gary Bishop and Sandra Stewart who were not available for the photo.

Donald, Brady Edwards and Emily Bell.
All of them were required to participate
in the Ab BEST program and some of
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them chose to complete a business plan,
while others researched various jobs and/
or college programs that were of interest
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in August—good luck to her as a new
mom!!
•••

Gary Bishop would like to start a bicycle
repair shop. Gary travels green and would
like to help locals to do the same.

We had many visitors and donations
to the program and I would like to express my sincere gratitude to:
the Culinary Arts Class in Old Massett
for cooking soup, buns and sandwiches.
Patricia Moore for her enlightening suggestions for improving the students’ Aboriginal BEST business proposals, driving
to the beach for our BBQ and arranging
most of the funding. Marlene Ankerman
for covering the costs for the Continuing
Education courses through her OMVC
Social Development funds. Art Lew for
presenting Community Futures information and inviting Maria Salazar to present
her cultural and micro-financing information from Bolivia. Errol Winter for showing us the Gwaii Trust website, available
grants and how to access these. Miriam
Haywood for presenting her accounting
and completing ledgers information for
small businesses. Hope Setso for leading
us through the Guiding Circles booklets
and for her, and Estrella Hepburn, for also
helping access programs available with
the Career Development Center in Masset. Shauna Smith for informing us about
and discussing the H1N1 Flu scare last
fall. Bruce Lacroix from Ab BEST for introducing us to the course and supplying
the booklets. Florence Lockyer for donating paper, pens, booklets, pencils, etc, to
our class and helping with recruitment
and funding for programs. Jason Major and Michelle Brown, from OMVC, for
funding and supplying the ride to and
from school and delivering the lunches.
Karen McMurray for setting up the much
complicated—traveling from off-island in
terrible weather—continuing education
courses. Willis Parnell and George Emes,
from TriCorp, for presenting their grant/
loan information to our entrepreneurs. I
hope I have covered everyone, if not, my
apologies, your time was greatly appreciated. Please feel free to call the College
or visit their website at www.nwcc.bc.ca
if you would like any further information
on this or any other program they offer.

Dempsey Bell has brushed up on his computer skills and we wish him luck in his
future endeavours.
Sean Yeltatzie wants to build TV Stands
and hand paint Haida designs on them.
His business is called Scorpion TV Stands
and he hopes to start a website so he can
market to not only locals, but to off-islanders as well.
Derrick Belcourt has been participating
in various continuing education courses
and wants to find full time work to utilize
his Wilderness 1st Aid and/or boating
training.
Sandra Stewart has obtained casual work
at the Haida Health Center and will be
enrolled in college in September in an
Office Assistant program.
Laverne Storry is looking for work and
hopes to lease the OMVC building at the
Hiellen River to sell soup, sandwiches and
beverages to local, and non-local, beach
dwellers.
Larrie Thompson continues to work hard,
digging clams and gathering food for
himself and his family.
Janny Brown wants to start a thrift store
and coffee shop in her home – Haida
J.A.M’s Emporium. Janny recently participated in The BEST of the BEST in Vancouver, where the top business proposals
from Ab BEST programs throughout BC
meet to present their ideas and support
each other for the future.
Jerome MacDonald is starting a business
related to Haida art; look for an ad and a
website sometime soon.
Brady Edwards is a lifelong fisherman
and hopes to start a fishing/chartering
company over the summer months called
Brady’s Haida Charters. Be sure to book a
trip with Brady, your day includes lunch
and original Haida legend stories.
Emily Bell will be welcoming a baby

Congratulations to these 11 students,
they motivated themselves to attend
school daily, for the entire 5-6 months,
even walking or riding bikes in the rain!
Some of these students have not attended school in many years and they deserve
big kudos for completing this program.
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It has been a pleasure working with these
students all year and I wish them luck in
their future endevours. Success has many
definitions and these students are excellent examples of just that! •

An Olympic-like
Effort
by Florence Lockyer

The idea began near the end of
school last year with the hype about the
Olympic Winter Games being hosted in
Vancouver. There was a thought that it
would be a grand journey students of
Chief Matthews School to take—an educational field trip of incredible magnitude. It was a passing thought, then it
became a “maybe we should go” kind of
a feel. Then, upon the commitment of a
couple of teachers and parents, the students began fundraising. It was thought
that the trip might cost too much ...
maybe too much for our students and
community to raise.
Community spirit triumphed! Dinner
sales, pizza sales, 50/50 draws, a talent
show, a loonie auction, a few raffles with
hockey jerseys, hockey game tickets were
generously donated by Haida Rose Cafe,
hand crafted and beautifully hand-woven
donations were also received for raffles
... so through it all the money was raised
and the students and teachers planned
for their journey. Haaw.aa to Chief 7idansuu, Jim Hart for donating his home to
the Chief Matthews School contingency.
Preparations continued and the groups
itinerary was set. The Chief Matthews
School entourage consisted of more than
a dozen students and several chaperones. Our young Haida ambassadors and
their chaperones set out on their actionpacked adventure on Monday 15 February. Their five-day, very full schedule
included dancing at one of the Olympic
awards ceremony, they had a sleep-over
party set for the Vancouver Aquarium,
swimming, and tours of the UBC Museum of Anthropology and of course
general sightseeing in the city. Heading
through the security gates would also be
an adventure in itself. •

Gambling Stick design No. 11: from Swanton, Contributions to the Ethnology of the Haida

to them. Here is a brief synopsis of the future plans of the graduates and what they
hope to accomplish.
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Designing and Distilling the Green Economy .. .
bough by bough
By Johanna Helbig

Essential Oils
It was a year ago, in May 2009, that Harold Yeltatzie, David Smith and Lana Wilhelm welcomed a lavender farmer and
his small still to Old Massett to produce
the first batch of essential oils for an economic development pilot project.
In a quonset hut at the end of the village, Dave Stanley from the Damali
Farm on Vancouver Island, set up his
small, 10 gallon distillation unit and for
the next few days, late into the dusky
evenings, he and the team chipped and
clipped boughs of pine, spruce, hemlock
and cedar. Each batch of conifer sprigs
was tightly packed into the container
and suspended over boiling water then
“cooked” for a couple of hours producing small quantities of steam-distilled
essential oils. These oils were then sent
to the Laseve Laboratory in Quebec for
chemical analysis to determine the properties and potential uses of each of the
oils.
Councillor Harold Yeltatzie of the
Old Massett Village Council says he
is involved in the conifer oil pilot, “to
explore new avenues of economic development, and put our people to work
in forestry related activities where value
is added and sustainability is the norm.”
Old Massett is one of three Nations pursuing the idea of a business in essential
oils.

These essential oil pilot projects are supported by the Coastal First Nations–
Great Bear Initiative (formerly Turning
Point). Representatives from Old Massett, Kitamaat Village and Bella Bella
sit on an Non-timber Forest Products
Working Group which is coordinated by
Johanna Helbig out of the Great Bear Initiative office in Vancouver.
The appeal of this type of business is
that the conifer boughs are harvested by
careful pruning, leaving the trees standing and healthy. After some basic training, Lana Wilhelm distilled more essential
oils in December 2009 and again harvested boughs in February 2010, to test
for oil yields and properties at different
times of the year.
We have also started to look at what it
will take to produce a line of aromatherapy body-care products or spa products,
as well as selling just the oils. The next
step is to begin detailed business planning.
Shared Resources Craft and Design
Collaboration
Another project OMVC is spearheading is
a craft and design collaboration between
a small group of Haida artists and two
designers. This project also uses resources from the forest but in a way to make
furniture and jewellery that combines a
variety of materials.

“The Shared Resources pilot project will
put our weavers and carvers using nontimber forest products on the world
stage, where their products will be displayed and ready to market,” said Harold
Yeltatzie.
The project team of designers, Patty
Johnson and Michael Erdmann, OMVC
rep Harold Yeltatzie and coordinator Johanna Helbig, met with craftspeople in
June and December 2009 to outline a
craft and design collaboration that could
build capacity for small scale production
in Old Massett. Work is underway for an
exhibition of prototypes and a symposium, to be held at the Harbourfront
Centre York Quay Gallery in Toronto in
September 2010.
Finding a market for products is often
the most challenging part of business
development, but we are fortunate to
have a relationship with two international high-end retailers emphasizing a new
fusion of Haida design and techniques
with non-traditional styles. Much has still
to be defined, and product collections
designed and launched, but the prospects are very exciting and will be led by
the craftspeople themselves, supported
by the project team. While this group
of craftspeople is small in order to get
the pilot off the ground, the goal is to
expand and build on this over time once
some success has been achieved. •

ATTENTION artists, art enthusiasts, art educators, arts
advocates, administrators who are residents of Haida Gwaii.

The Gwaii Trust Board of Directors is seeking to fill vacancies on our
Arts Committee.
Committee members recommend grant recipients to the Gwaii Trust
Board pursuant to merit and need of the applicants and are instrumental in
continuing to refine policies defining the Arts program.
If this sounds likes a committee you would be interested in learning more
about please contact Gwaii Trust Managing Administrator, Errol Winter at
the Old Massett Office 1.800.663.2388 or 250.626.3654 or email
errol.winter@gwaiitrust.com.
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Secretariat of the Haida Nation
Reconciliation Coordinator
The Secretariat of the Haida Nation is seeking an experienced individual to fill the role
of Reconciliation Coordinator for the CHN/
SHN; the primary duties of this position are
as follows;
• Under the direction of CHN organize
and implement the reconciliation meetings between CHN, the Province and
the Federal governments; by setting
meeting dates, informing the meeting participants and preparation of the
meeting kits.
• Be responsible for the day to day management of the reconciliation process
and to be the contact point for all parties involved.
• Maintain accurate records of all meetings and follow through with any
action items determined at the reconciliation meetings - may be required to
record and transcribe from either a CD
or a tape.
• Provide monthly and annual reports to
the Haida Nation through the Quarterly meeting processes and the House
of Assembly.
• Provide assistance with the development
of the annual reconciliation budget and
be able to maintain this budget on a
fiscal year basis.
• Other related duties.
Qualifications:
• Extensive knowledge about Haida cultural principles, values and activities;
history; political activities and objectives;
• Ability to multi-task and enjoys a very
busy and varied work environment;
• Confident disposition, team player, and
highly motivated;
• Ability to work in growing and fast
paced office with few resources. Will
need to be adaptable and creative.
• Must have strong comprehension skills
in order to accurately record key points
in a discussion.
• Be able to communicate effectively both
verbally and in writing.
• Must have a valid B.C. Driver’s license.
Any interested applicants are to submit
their resumes with a cover letter to the
Secretariat of the Haida Nation, attention May Russ, Administrator, Box 589, Masset,
B.C., V0T 1M0 no later than 4:30PM on
June 4, 2010. Wage rate is based on the
current SHN Wage Classification for Program and Administration Coordination.

Policy Analyst
The Secretariat of the Haida Nation is seeking an experienced individual to fill the role
of a Policy Analyst for the CHN/SHN; the
primary duties of this position are as follows;

The Haida Enterprise Corporation
(HaiCo) has extended its call for applications to the Board of Directors.
The closing date for applications
for consideration as a director is
now June 17, 2010.

• Provides information research, collection and analysis services in support
of CHN/SHN policy development and
management activities.
• Review all past and current CHN/SHN
policies whether approved or in draft
form to provide recommendations for
changes.
• Review the Haida Nation Constitution
and other agreements to recommend
changes that will be reviewed by the
Haida Nation.
• Meet with the CHN and SHN Committees to review policies and procedures
that are required for each area.
• Provide monthly and annual reports to
the Haida Nation through the Quarterly meeting processes and the House
of Assembly.
• Works under the direction of the CHN
Policy Committee and as such will prepare and implement these monthly
meetings.
• Other related duties.

The Haida Enterprise Corporation (HaiCo)
is a wholly owned business corporation
of the Haida Nation. The corporation is
developing businesses in the tourism,
forestry, fisheries and energy sectors and
is recruiting experienced and individuals
to fill board positions. The board will be
guiding HaiCo in developing these new
business opportunities.

Qualifications:
• Extensive knowledge about Haida cultural principles, values and activities;
history; political activities and objectives;
• Knowledge and skills in the use of computers and related software packages
such as MS OFFICE: Word, Excel, Access to maintain databases and prepare
own materials and graphics.
• Must have strong organizational and
writing skills in order to accurately
record key points in a discussion and
draft appropriate documentation.
• Be able to communicate effectively
both verbally and in writing.
• Must have a valid B.C. Driver’s license.
Any interested applicants are to submit
their resumes with a cover letter to the
Secretariat of the Haida Nation, attention May Russ, Administrator, Box 589, Masset,
B.C., V0T 1M0 no later than 4:30PM on
June 4, 2010. Wage rate is based on the
current SHN Wage Classification for Program and Administration Coordination.
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Board Position Requirements
Business, professional or practical experience in accounting, legal, environmental, human resources, finance, marketing,
forestry, energy and tourism:
• sound personal & professional integrity;
• practical wisdom & mature judgment;
• board experience at the policy making
level in business, finance, or government;
• willingness to devote the time required
to carry out directors duties;
• expertise that is useful to HaiCo and
complimentary to the background and
experience of the other directors;
• an understanding of Haida Nation
issues and culture;
This is a two-year revolving term with director compensation and travel expenses
included.
Applications to be received no later than:
March 1, 2010.
Please send a cover letter and resume by
mail, fax or email to:
Haida Enterprise Corporation
Attention: Board of Directors
PO Box 98, Skidegate, Haida Gwaii V0T
1S1
Fax 1.888.389.3224 > Board of Directors
Email > info@haico.ca,
Please put ‘Borad of Directors’ in subject
line of your email and fax cover page.
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Doxini or Laughing Game: the Waving
Things Before Each Other Game
There are a lot of renditions of this game and many
Haida fondly remember playing this game at birthday
parties and other events. The game shows the great
humour of the person as being tricky or clever or combination of the two. The following version of the game
was recorded by Swanton in The Contributions to the
Ethnology of the Haida. Follow these instructions for a
good laugh:
For this game you need some chewing gum:
• players form two teams,
• each team chooses their best player and s/he
receives a piece of gum,
• the two best players meet each other in the middle
and wave their piece of gum around,
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• while they are waving the piece of gum around,
they try and make their opponent laugh by saying
funny things,
• when one player laughs they have to give up their
piece of gum and the losers side then hands him
another piece to gamble. This continues until one
side is out of gum.
The Laughing Game was played at the first year anniversary of the Haida Heritage Centre and the kids who
played provided a large amount of entertainment for
all who watched and participated. Instead of gum
Haala Gaa Taa staff made little fimo coppers as the
tokens for the game. •

